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Dear Families,  

Another academic year comes to an end…and another one that has  

given us challenges, considerations, and one that right to the bitter end, 

was still throwing curve balls at us such as ‘heat’ days?? Who’d have 

thought this would be a thing in England?  

 

 

 

I feel as though I have spent far too much of this year apologising to 

you all for decisions that I have found myself making, that are a far cry 

from ANYTHING taught or prepared for in Teacher Training or even 

thought of as part of our jobs!! As ever though, you have been            

incredibly supportive and understanding. Thank you so much for this. I 

know I say it every half term but you as families really do help make 

these difficult times better. Organising the ‘Rideout’ for me (one of THE 

best things I have EVER done in my life) and all coming together the 

way you did for this, and when we had Ofsted with your  

overwhelmingly kind comments towards myself and our staff, really 

humbled me and reaffirmed what an amazing group of people you are. 

I have always said that Rigby is a special place. I walked in as a supply 

teacher 23 years ago and on that first day, I felt it and said I’d be the 

Head one day to ensure that feeling was always there. It really is more 

than a school, it’s an extended family, so thank you all so much. 

   



 

 

 

As I reflect on this year though, it has been filled with such a lot of enjoyment and laughter 

and so many wonderful things have been able to continue and carry on. The children have 

coped with significant and continual (in some aspects) staff changes. They have learned how 

to get on with each other again and how to work as a whole class again. Friendships have 

been re-ignited after a break and some behaviours that were presenting at the start of the 

year have now changed to be more positive. Trips, work experiences, festivals, tournaments, 

visits and wider experiences for the children have increased and all these things combined 

have led to a more settled end to the year. 

       

 

Being able to welcome our families back in to the building has been a real highlight and it’s 

been great being able to show you round the school again. So much has changed since the 

last time we were altogether! Having sports days has been a particular highlight this year to 

see so many of you and to show the grounds off!  

     

 

 



 

 

 

The reintroduction of our PTA - Friends of Rigby Hall, has been amazing! The Summer Fayre 

is one of the most successful we’ve done, raising around £1400. The donations they have 

already made, participation in Sports Days and Bromsgrove Carnival has had a positive     

impact on our children and how they are accessing their community. A massive ‘Thank you’ 

to the PTA for such a successful start. In September, they are hoping to hold an evening to 

recruit more members to this group, so please look out for further information and come 

along! 

 

 

 

As you know, all of the end of year reports have just been completed and handed out to 

you. It is an absolute honour, privilege and pleasure to read each and every one and      

comment on how well each child has done. I know what they are doing during the year as I 

see them all doing it, but collating that altogether at the end and seeing that big picture of 

progress and memories is really very special. The comments we have received back from 

you as families have also been lovely and appreciated by the staff so thank you for these.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are saying ‘Goodbye and Good Luck’ to 21 of our Years 11, 12 and 13 students! This is a 

large number this year and this makes us even more proud, of both them and the support 

around them to enable this. You will be aware that our children can stay with us from 4 to 

19 years old. In reality, that’s sometimes too long as they outgrow us, unless it is for the 

purpose of moving from us to 19-25 provision. What we are seeing, thanks to our staff, Life 

Skills Village opportunities, a ‘can do’ approach and an increase in our pupil’s  

self-confidence, self-esteem and self-belief, is that they are ready sooner, to move on in life. 

It is our job to give them all the skills needed in order to move forwards in life and the fact 

that 21 of them feel this is the right time is incredible. We wish all of them a lot of luck and 

send them onto their next chapters with the strength and belief to follow their dreams. 

Well Done all of you. We are so very proud of each and every one of you for the journey 

you have had and for who you are as you leave us.  

Once Team Rigby, Always Team Rigby x 



 

 

 

At the end of the year, we also say Goodbye and Good Luck to a lot of staff too! For lots of         

various and positive reasons, we want to thank and wish the following staff members all the 

best as they embark on new adventures. All of you have made such an impact since joining our 

team, and it doesn’t matter for how long you have been a part of Team Rigby, everything you 

have done and offered has been appreciated and we will miss you all lots. 

 

 

 

 

 

Rhian Smith – Post 16 lead who has worked with us for 12 years in total returning in 2016 

James Horne – Teacher who has worked with us for just over 2 years 

Milly Collins – Teaching Assistant who has been in the team for 3 years 

Matt Gregor -Pastoral Support has had a fleeting visit of a year but has made such an impact in 

terms of community links and funding available to our pupils and families.  

RJ – Teaching Assistant has been part of the team for just over a year 

Vicki O’Brien – Teaching Assistant has been with us for just over a year 

Hayley Walton – Teaching Assistant who has been in the team for nearly 12 years 

Tassy Graham O’Connor – Teaching Assistant has been with us for just over a year 

Chris Walker – Assistant Cook has been happily feeding our children for just over 6 years 

Grace Harris – Teaching Assistant who has been part of the team for a year. 

Tilly Evans – Teaching Assistant who has been with us for nearly a year. 

Donna Lammas – Cleaner who has been in the team for nearly 9 years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also wish an extra special farewell to Nicky Beddows our Speech and Language Therapist. 

Nicky has been part of Team Rigby for over 25 years. She has been a very integral part of        

helping our children to make such improvements in their language and communication skills, 

enabling them to progress and be a part of their world with as much of a voice as they can 

achieve. For this we are very grateful to her and wish her a very well deserved rest and            

relaxation in her retirement. Thank you so much for all you have done to help our pupils,     

families and staff.  



 

 

 

We wish Charlotte Burke, Katie Radford and Vickie Hollis all the best as they all 

leave us this Summer to start their maternity leaves! We are looking  forward to 

hearing news of your arrivals and seeing pictures when your little ones arrive.  

We welcome new staff to our team in September; Clair Staples – Teacher, Judy 

Peachey – HLTA, Connor Garcia – Teacher, Ed Sutton – Teaching Assistant, Claire Walsh –   

Teacher, Ewen Adams – Teacher, Mandeep Boparai – Teaching Assistant, Claire Amos -Teacher, 

Paul Wilkinson – Teacher. There may be more as we are still recruiting, so we will update you as 

we know! 

As the year draws to a close we have celebrated in School with an awards assembly and an ice 

cream van visit! We are simply too big for whole school celebrations now so future events will 

be carried out in two parts. 

 

 

I would like to thank all of our wonderful staff for their efforts, commitment and resilience this 

year. There have been times when staffing has been at an all-time low and they pulled together 

to ensure this didn’t impact on the children and it was very much ‘business as usual’ even 

though things were far from ‘usual’. They have dealt with COVID, isolations, online and face to 

face teaching, moving to different classes at the drop of a hat, Ofsted and just the everyday 

pressures of working in a School where only those who are in it fully can appreciate the        

challenges of these. Massive thank you to you all, in whatever role for being the best.  

Thank you to our amazing Governors too. They silently, and voluntarily, work away in the    

background offering myself and the team unwavering support and guidance in dealing with all 

of the things you hear about and all of the things that go in to leading a School. I couldn’t do 

this role without them and thank them whole heartedly.  

A huge thank you needs to go to 199 of the absolute best children I have the pleasure of     

knowing and privilege of working alongside. As staff we consider ourselves lucky to be able to 

share their individual journeys with them and look forward to seeing what the next year brings 

for them. We are also excited to welcome 28 new members to our family in September. 

Again, I thank you all for getting us through this year! I am here for you during Summer if you 

need anything but I am trying to give myself time and not have my work phone on me 24/7    

anymore so please message or email if you need and I will get back to you when I can.  

Have a wonderful Summer and we will see you on Wednesday 7th September for day 1 of       

another year.  

Take care #Team Rigby 

Tracey x 



 

 

 

Sapling have worked very hard this term learning how to keep healthy. We have learnt to keep 

our teeth clean by following visual support to brush our teeth with independence. We also used 

dolls to role play cleaning teeth on babies.  

 

 

 

Saplings have also learnt about hygiene when cooking, learning to wash fruits and vegetables 

and also clean tables before and after cooking. We also explored healthy and unhealthy foods, 

making a range of healthy recipes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have had lots of fun in Sycamore this half 

term.  We have enjoyed listening to our story  

“Giraffes Can’t Dance”. We have also been    

learning about our bodies in general and making 

faces using different types of media – this has 

been a challenge when trying to make food faces 

as it was much more fun to eat the food!!  Sports 

day was very warm but we all enjoyed taking 

part in the running races.   



 

 

 

Willow class have enjoyed so many fun things this term including a cricket skills festival, sports 

day, Rigby’s sports festival and a Vikings workshop. We have really enjoyed our topic of express 

yourself; learning about rhyme and poetry, the Vikings, athletics, being kind and how to look 

after pets. Well done for a fantastic year in Willow class! Mrs Burke 

  

Cricket skills festival 

We attended a cricket skills festival at  

Bromsgrove Cricket Club where we took part in 

throwing, batting and catching skills.  

 

 

Sports Day 

Willow class made all their teachers and parent carers so proud by taking part in sprint, egg and 

spoon and agility races. We then had fun doing commonwealth themed activities such as javelin, 

skittles and wheelchair basketball.  

 

Rigby Festival  

During the Rigby sports festival, we took part in 

activities such as wheelchair races, balance   

ability, Boccia and Tennis.  

 

 

 

Viking Day 

On this day we got to experience a Viking long boat, practise rowing and having a pretend battle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

WOW what an exciting year we have had in Beech class! We have enjoyed lots of fun activities 

and have all made amazing progress that we are so proud of.   

Earlier this half term we enjoyed a trip to the Ryland Centre for an Agility Festival, where we 

took part in lots of fun games and learnt a range of skills.  

We have taken part in an Indian music workshop and painted sheets to decorate the Carnival 

float with, as well as make our own rangoli patterns using rice.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Jubilee picnic was enjoyed by all; we ate our picnic lunches outside as well as take part in a 

range of Jubilee themed activities.  

I would like to wish all of the children in Beech class good luck in their new classes next year and 

I am so proud of them. 

 
 

 
 
This term in Rowan class we have really enjoyed our 'Express Yourself' theme. Rowan class have 
enjoyed exploring the story 'The Lost Thing' in Literacy, learning all about the Vikings in history, 
developing our techniques such as running and throwing in athletics and making our own        
animations in computing. 

Rowan class had a brilliant time on their trip to the cinema to watch a good animation in      
Computing. They have also thoroughly enjoyed their trip to Bromsgrove School to participate in 
the Commonwealth Festival. 

Well done to all the pupils in Rowan class for all the progress and successes of this year. We wish 
you all the best in your new classes next year! 

Miss Brook, Grace and Callum 



 

 

 

 

This half term, we have been learning about The Vikings. We have looked at  

where they came from, why they came and how they got here.  

In English, we have been reading the “Lost Thing” by Shaun Tan. We have explored the story, the 

characters and even created our own Lost Thing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Maths we have been learning to tell the time and practicing addition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Art, we had some great fun exploring the work of Roy Lichtenstein  

and Andy Warhol in our Pop Art unit of work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Hazel class have had a wonderful half term focusing on the topic of ‘Express Yourself’. We looked 

at the pop art of Roy Lichtenstein and produced some work of our own using the dot method. In 

history we have had great fun learning about Viking life and really enjoyed taking part in the    

Viking workshop. We have been reading and completing work based on the ‘Lost Thing’ in      

English and wrote our own stories about a lost thing that we created. Some of our class also   

represented Worcestershire in the Boccia finals and performed brilliantly coming in 5th place, 

the whole class also enjoyed going out to play tag rugby. In DT we have learnt about what are 

healthy foods and how the packets can help us to determine how healthy an item of food is as 

well as learning which foods give us vitamins A, B and C. We have had an extremely busy term 

and look forward to a well deserved rest over the summer.  

 

 

 

This half term we have taken part in a Viking workshop. Children have been able to take part in a 

raid and experience travel in a long ship. 

 

 

Children have taken part in sports day with all of our families.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oak class have been to the cinema to watch the Minions this half term. Children were able to 

choose their own snack before viewing the film. This was part of our computing work this half 

term where we are developing our own animation.  



 

 

 

3.1 have enjoyed learning about their individualities and respecting each others differences. 

They learnt that they and others express themselves differently and enjoy different things. Here 

are some pictures of our learning this half-term.  

Viking Day  

 

 

 

 

 

Trip to Worcester Cricket  

 

 

 

 

 

Visit from a famous author—Ian Billings 

 

 

 

 

 

JASS trip to Upton Warren Adventure Skills 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It has been a fantastic year! Thank you for all your support. Kelly Ferran, Lou Giles and RJ. 


